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ABSTRACT 

 

In many bilingual dictionaries, translation equivalents reveal some shortcomings with 

regard to the manner in which they are presented, particularly the English-Xitsonga 

bilingual dictionaries.  Translation equivalents in the microstructure are frequently 

arranged and are without contextual guidance to assist the user.  This way of 

presentation impedes the dictionary users from retrieving the appropriate and accurate 

equivalents.  The study has, therefore, evaluated the way in which these translation 

equivalents are arranged.  This research study shows that they should be logically and 

systematically arranged, starting with the translation equivalents that have the highest 

usage frequency to be user-friendly.    

 

The study also suggests that functional equivalence must prevail in English-Xitsonga 

bilingual dictionaries.  The  problem of zero-equivalence should also be resolved by 

giving a comprehensive description of the lemma as a translation equivalent to help the 

users to understand the lemma better. 
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CHAPTER ONE 


 


1.1 INTRODUCTION 


 


The ordering of senses in bilingual dictionaries is of importance to target users because, 


among other aspects,  this helps the target users to retrieve appropriate and accurate translation 


equivalents of a specific lemma in a source language.  This research study has focused on the 


logical meaning arrangement of senses in the microstructure in a number of English-Xitsonga 


bilingual dictionaries such as Tsonga-English Dictionary (1967), English-Tsonga, Tsonga-


English Dictionary (1974) and Xitsonga-English Dikixinari Dictionary (2005).  The 


problematic articles in some of the English-Xitsonga dictionaries prompted the undertaking of 


the research in order to restore the functions of these problematic articles. 


 


1.2 BACKGROUND  TO THE PROBLEM 


 


Dictionaries are useful tools in areas such as education, the legal field, the medical profession, 


and life in general.  Dictionaries are divided into many types, such as monolingual 


dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries, and trilingual dictionaries.   It is thus important to define 


the concept dictionary and its types for a proper understanding  of the study. 


 


The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) (1992:312) defines the concept “dictionary” in 


two ways, namely “A dictionary is a book which lists the words of a language in alphabetical 


order and explains their meanings” and  as the second definition, the BBC (1992:312) states 


that  “A dictionary is also a book in which words in one language are listed alphabetically, 


together with words which have the same meaning in another language.” 


 


The definitions present a dictionary as a book that lists words in an alphabetical order and also 


gives the meanings of those words.   However,  the most relevant definition for the envisaged 


study is the second one, which states that words are listed alphabetically in one language, 


together with words which have the same meaning in another language.  This is relevant 


because it makes mention of the listing of words in one language and giving meanings in 


another language.  This provides  the meaning of  bilingual dictionary that has been analysed. 
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A Monolingual dictionary is defined at http://www.usingenglish.com/glossary/ monolingual-


dictionary.html as:  “A monolingual dictionary uses the same language for the words and their 


definitions.” 


 


The definition means that a monolingual dictionary uses only one language for the words and 


their meanings while a bilingual dictionary is defined as follows:  http://www. usingenglish. 


com/glossary/bilingual-dictionary.html thus:   


 


A bilingual dictionary gives words in two languages.  Each 


language is grouped alphabetically in separate halves of the book, 


with translations into the other languages. 


 


This explanation indicates that a bilingual dictionary supplies words in two different 


languages where words in  each language  are arranged alphabetically in separate halves of the 


book with their translation equivalents into the other language.  While a trilingual dictionary   


is defined at http://sandesam.com/mrc/dictionary/help.html as: 


 


Trilingual Dictionary helps the user to look up the meaning of a 


given word entered in English, Malayalam or Hindi.  It also has 


an advanced search facility, which allows the user to search the 


dictionary extensively in any of these three languages.  Advanced 


search facility includes searching a word based on the Parts-of-


Speech, the letter in the beginning or end of the word or a 


particular string of the words. 


 


According to the above definition, the trilingual dictionary deals with three languages, namely 


English, Malayalam or Hindi, but in the case of this study, the languages are  English, 


Xitsonga or Afrikaans, meaning that the user works on the translation equivalent in these three 


languages. 


 


For the purpose of this study, the analysis has been confined to bilingual dictionaries 


(Xitsonga-English) or (English-Xitsonga).  Any decent dictionary consists of  macrostructure 


and microstructure sections.  Mphahlele (2002:29) defines the concept macrostructure  as “a 


list of alphabetical or non-alphabetical usually bold lemmata (treatment unit) in a vertical 


position on the left hand side of a dictionary page”. 



http://www.usingenglish.com/glossary/%20monolingual-dictionary.html

http://www.usingenglish.com/glossary/%20monolingual-dictionary.html

http://sandesam.com/mrc/dictionary/help.html
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Mphahlele reveals that the macrostructure gives the words which are to be treated or given 


meanings in the target language, and these words are found on the left hand side of a 


dictionary page. 


 


Microstructure is defined as “any linguistic information that comes after the lemma in the 


article of a dictionary that reflects pronunciation circumflex, labeling, definition, usage 


example, etc. about the lemma” (Mphahlele, 2002:31). In this explanation, Mphahlele remarks 


that the microstructure is any explanation of  a lemma in an effort to clarify it, such as its 


definition, usage guide and pronunciation.  However, it is also imperative to define the word 


lemma to make the study clear to any interested linguist.  “Lemma” is defined at 


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lemma (linguistics) thus: 


 


In linguistics, a lemma (plural lemmas or lemmata) is the canonical 


form of a lexeme. Specifically, in lexicography, “lemma” is a 


synonym for headword, q.v.   For example, in the English language, 


run, runs, ran, and running are forms of the same lexeme, with run as 


the lemma. 


 


This means that a lemma is a word that is given a meaning, is explained in a dictionary or is 


given a translation equivalent.  As the envisaged study will be about the ordering of senses in 


a bilingual dictionary, and it is important to give the meaning of the word “sense”. 


 


The concept “sense” is defined by Merriam-Webster (n.d.) as 


 


A meaning conveyed or intent: import, signification; especially: one 


of a set of meanings or word or phrase may bear especially as 


segregated in a dictionary entry.  This means that a sense is a 


meaning of a word, and in this context, it means that senses are a set 


of meanings of a word. 


 


One  of  the  problems  with  many African  language  dictionaries  pertains  to the illogical 


and unsystematic arrangement of microstructural elements (translation equivalents).  


Consequently, dictionary users are not assisted to discern the correct relationship between 


equivalents from the source language and the target language.  As such, meaning retrieval is 


impeded, and this can lead to the user not achieving communicative success.  The following is 


an example from Cuénod (1967:13): 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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  (alapha, doctor, treat with medicines) 


 


In this presentation, the appropriate sense to “alapha” should be “treat with medicines”, and 


the dictionary user  will consider doctor, whereas it is not the word which is mostly used to 


mean “alapha” in the target language.  The ordering of senses in the English-Xitsonga 


bilingual dictionaries is just a mere listing of translation equivalents by the dictionary 


compilers.  In this case, the dictionary compilers did not check what translation equivalent 


should come first in the list of translation equivalents of a particular lemma.  The average 


users of bilingual dictionaries are native speakers of the target language, and they might have 


problems with the optimal retrieval of the appropriate and accurate translation equivalent for 


use in a specific context.  The following article from Cuénod (1974:7) serves as an illustration. 


 


  (achieve, V., -heta, -hetisa, -kota.] 


 


The first word to be listed in the translation equivalents should be “-kota” because it is the 


appropriate sense for “achieve”.  It seems the problem was caused because the compilers, such 


as Cuénod, were not mother-tongue speakers of Xitsonga and were thus not familiar with the 


methodology of designing a user-friendly dictionary.  However, compilers who are mother-


tongue speakers of Xitsonga, such as the National Language Unit, have repeated the same 


mistake as their lemmata have been arranged in an illogical and unsystematic way.  For 


instance,   in the Xitsonga/English Dikixinari Dictionary (2005:105) the following item 


appears: 


 


  (hlamba rien. bath, wash] 


 


The article should have given the first translation equivalent as “wash”, not “bath”, because 


wash is the synonym of “hlamba”.  “Wash” is the sense that is frequently used. 


 


The first two dictionaries by Cuénod (1967 and 1974)  reveal a number of shortcomings that 


need to be solved for the sake of appropriate and accurate retrieval of translation equivalents.  


The shortcomings exist because these dictionaries lack metalexicographic foundations.  The 


following example illustrates the said problem. 
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Cuénod (1967:14) (anakanya, consider, think over, reflect]); Cuénod (1974:7) ([about, prep., 


xikarhi ka, kusuhi ni, henhla ka]).  In the first presentation, the first translation equivalent 


should have been  “think over”, and in the second presentation, the first sense should have 


been  “kusuhi ni”. 


 


Concerning  the ordering of the translation equivalents, Gouws (1999:13) adds that “In the 


treatment of polysemy, the usage frequency of the different senses has a determining role in 


the ordering within the semantic comments.” This indicates that, when ordering the senses of 


a polysemy, one must consider to put  the translation equivalent which is mostly used first.  


This means that the ordering of senses should start from the known to the unknown.  In this 


regard, Mphahlele (2001:8) remarks: 


 


In other words, the dictionary user is guided from the “known” to 


the “unknown” translation equivalents.  This therefore is a good 


method of teaching a learner in any teaching-learning activity. 


 


Furthermore, the lexicographer should have supplied a contextual guidance that will enable 


the dictionary user to comprehend what is being explained after each and every translation.  


The importance of ordering the senses correctly in the microstructural category cannot be 


overemphasized, as Gouws (1999:3) points out that  “No entry in a dictionary article should 


be evaluated in isolation.  One has to take cognizance of its position and function in a wider 


context.” 


 


1.3 AIM OF THE STUDY 


 


The aim of this study is to examine the way in which senses have been arranged in Xitsonga-


English (bilingual) dictionaries.  In order to achieve this aim, this study will have to answer 


the following research questions: 


 


● How have senses been arranged in the English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries? 


● What is the most effective strategy of retrieving and correctly interpreting the  senses 


 in  Xitsonga-English bilingual dictionaries? 
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1.4 OBJECTIVES 


 


The objectives of the study are the following: 


 


● To suggest effective and ineffective ways of ordering senses; and 


● To show the advantages of using properly arranged senses. 


 


1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 


 


The study will be useful to lexicographers and language practitioners because it will enable 


them to compile decent and user-friendly dictionaries.  The research is a worthwhile 


endeavour as it will assist in the promotion of multilingualism in South Africa as well as in the 


provision of mother-tongue education.  The study will also serve as research material for 


people interested in lexicography. 


 


1.6 RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 


 


The envisaged study is crucial as it will show that the ordering of senses in bilingual 


dictionaries should not be taken for granted.  This is the case because, should the ordering of 


senses be haphazard, miscommunication, misunderstanding, and misinterpretation could 


ensue. 


 


1.7 METHODOLOGY 


 


The study has utilised the qualitative method.  This method has been underpinned by textual 


analysis as the Xitsonga-English dictionaries have been examined.  This method proved  


relevant and  effective for the  study. 


 


1.7.1 Collection of data 


 


The study has used the following methods for collection of data: 
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1.7.1.1   Primary research method 


 


The following people were interviewed as appropriate subjects because  they were teaching 


and/or using Xitsonga dictionaries on a regular basis.  Some of them were regarded as experts 


in lexicography: 


 


Five (5) members who taught Xitsonga at colleges; 


Five (5) members who were then teaching Xitsonga at High School; 


Five (5) members of the National Lexicography Unit; 


Five (5) members who were students at university level; and 


Five (5) members who were language practitioners. 


 


Although the interviews were unstructured in nature,  the researcher highlighted the following  


questions: 


 


● What is the impact of polysemy on the arrangement of senses in a 


 bilingual dictionary? 


● How can one use senses in a contextual way? 


● Which strategies can one use to improve the designing of  Xitsonga-English 


 dictionaries? 


 


1.7.1.2   Secondary data 


 


The  researcher used books from the library, dissertations, study guides, articles, and the 


Internet as secondary sources. 


 


1.8 SCOPE OF DELIMITATION 


 


This study analysed the ordering of senses in the following English-Xitsonga dictionaries: 


 


● Tsonga-English Dictionary (Cuénod, 1967); 


● English-Tsonga, Tsonga-English Dictionary (Cuénod, 1974); and 


● Xitsonga/English Dikixinari Dictionary, 2005. 
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1.9 LITERATURE REVIEW 


 


This study  was supported by the work of other scholars who conducted similar research.  As 


it is an academic norm that every scholar learns from other scholars, this study was   


constructed on  the work of the following scholars: 


 


1.9.1 Mphahlele (2001) 


 


Mphahlele (2001:8) advocates the ordering of senses in a logical and systematic way as he 


suggests that: 


 


It is important to mention here that in order for the user to 


achieve communicative success, a lexicographer must enter the 


translation equivalent that has the highest usage frequency as the 


first translation equivalent is a synonym paradigm. 


 


In this case, Mphahlele proposes that the translation equivalent that is mostly used by the 


target language speakers should be placed first in the list of translation equivalents of a source 


language lemma.  As the target language speakers are familiar with the translation equivalent, 


they are likely to understand the lexical item well and achieve communicative success.  As the 


dictionary user is assisted to retrieve the appropriate semantic information, he or she should 


also be guided on the usage of the translation equivalent.  The lexicographer may do so by 


supplying the translation with a contextual guidance.  This simply means that any dictionary 


user will be able to use the translation equivalents that are ordered in a systematic way 


according to usage frequency. 


 


1.9.2 Feinauer (1999) 


 


The ordering of senses in dictionary articles is a lexicographic problem, as Feinauer (1999:18) 


indicates that: 


 


After the lexicographer decided to treat a lemma as polyseme he 


or she should once again make choices, namely, how to arrange 


the different semantic distinctions.  What will  be given first and 


what last and what will the arrangement be like in between? 
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Feinauer emphasises  that the lexicographer should know the relatedness of the translation 


equivalents to the lemma being treated.  The sense that is very close in meaning to the lemma 


should be placed first in the list of the translation equivalents and, again, what comes after the 


first translation equivalent should  also be nearest to the first translation equivalent.  This 


order should be followed until the last translation equivalent.  This means that they should be 


arranged according to nearness in meaning.  Feinauer (1999:18) adds that dictionaries should 


have user guides to guide the users on  how they should be used. 


 


1.9.3 Purandare and Pedersen (2008) 


 


The ordering of senses is of importance in choosing the correct translation equivalent, as 


Purandare and Pedersen (2008) remark: “Most words in natural language have multiple 


possible meanings that can only be determined by considering the context in which they 


occur.” 


 


This implies that the dictionary user will be able to relate to the relevant translation 


equivalents by the manner in which they occur  in relation to the lemma. 


 


1.9.4 Al-Kasimi (1977) 


 


Concerning the ordering of senses, Al-Kasimi (1977:67) argues thus: 


 


If several equivalents are presented, some indication should be 


given of the context (or kind of context) that would provoke the 


less expected version.  Our choice of THE equivalent (or the first 


equivalent) will be determined by the decision which one is more 


broadly applicable; it should be the particular equivalent that the 


student is most likely to need. 


 


The explanation indicates that, when senses are ordered in a translation paradigm, the context 


of the main appropriate translation equivalent to the lemma should be clearly shown.  This can 


be dealt with by applying the meaning “discrimination principle”. 
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1.9.5 Gouws (1999) 


 


The ordering of senses in translation dictionaries is also advocated by Gouws (1999:13) when 


he states: 


 


Synchronic dictionaries, especially standard dictionaries, rely on 


an ordering according to usage frequency.  The sense in which a 


polysemous lemma is most commonly used, gets the first 


explanation or is represented by the first translation equivalent. 


 


Gouws (1999:13) argues that it is important to interpret the ordering within the translation 


equivalent paradigm correctly in a translation dictionary.  The first translation equivalent is 


supposed to be the target language form indicating a translation of the lemma’s most 


commonly used polysemous sense.  It is for this reason that Gouws (1999:13) suggests: 


 


The ordering of the explanations of meaning in a descriptive 


dictionary and of the translation equivalents in a translation 


dictionary may not be done on an arbitrary basis.  Yet again the 


lexicographic treatment has to reflect the real language use.  All 


senses do not have the same usage frequency.  In the ordering of 


all entries, not only that of the senses of a polysemous lexical 


item, the lexicographer has to consider the occurrence of the 


relevant lexical item in actual language usage. 


 


It is, therefore, evident that Gouws proposes that the lexical item in the target language, which 


is often used, must be the first translation equivalent in a translation paradigm. 


 


1.10 CONCLUSION 


 


Translation dictionaries play an important role in promoting communicative success amongst 


speakers of different languages in any society.  It is thus necessary for lexicographers to 


consider the ordering of senses in a logical and systematic meaning arrangement in the 


microstructure of English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries. 
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CHAPTER TWO 


 


LITERATURE REVIEW 


 


2.1 INTRODUCTION 


 


This chapter consists of two sections in which the researcher discusses the issue of “meaning” 


of translation equivalents and the systematic ordering of senses in bilingual dictionaries, in 


particular the English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries as they are the focus of the study. 


 


2.2 MEANING OF WORDS 


 


The meaning of words is important because words play a major  role in different organisations 


and government structures for the writing of  proceedings, translating government documents,  


freelance translating and interpreting. 


 


The issue of  the meaning of words is advocated by Zgustsa  (1971:21) when he contends: 


 


Lexical meaning stands in the centre of the lexicographer’s 


attention.  It is necessary to discuss it at the very beginning of 


the book, because particularly all decisions of the lexicographers 


are in a direct or indirect relation to the way in which he deals 


with lexical meaning, in his dictionary. 


 


This explanation clearly shows that the meaning of a word must be rigorously examined by 


the lexicographer to be precise as an equivalent of a lemma at first before it reaches the user.  


The meaning of a word should  be as accurate as possible not to mislead the target language 


user.  This means that the user should be knowledgeable about the appropriate equivalent to 


apply in his or her context.  In other words, he or she must not just choose translation 


equivalents haphazardly to enable the user to achieve a communicative goal. 


 


The importance of the meaning of a word is confirmed by Howard (2002:15) when he 


denotes: 
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One of the most important tasks of a lexicographer is to capture 


the “meaning” of a word in a “definition”.  We need to 


determine first of all what constitutes the “meaning” of a word.  


The suggestion is that the meaning of a word is composed of a 


number of features:  its relation with the world, the associations 


that it carries with it, its relations with other words in the 


vocabulary, and the regular company that it keeps with other 


words in sentence and text structure. 


 


Howard’s description of meaning proves that it is the duty of the lexicographer to define the 


meaning of a word in a dictionary so that the user will be able to choose the appropriate 


equivalents to be used in a particular context.  For this to prevail, the target language user 


must clearly be guided by the features the equivalent has.  Presenting the meaning of a word 


in this fashion will assist the user to get the correct equivalent needed.  It is indeed necessary 


for lexicographers to accomplish their ground work in this manner since  this approach will 


prevent the random choosing of translation equivalents.  This type of presenting equivalents 


will also help dictionary users who are not well versed with the target language in this study 


and the users of English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries.  This is important because many of 


them are semi-literate. 


 


The significance of meaning is further illustrated by Howard (2002:86) when he argues: 


 


Someone consults a dictionary to find out about a meaning or 


checking the spelling of a word not familiar with, but in this 


study the main concern is about finding the appropriate 


meaning. 


 


Howard explains that once a person opens a dictionary, the aim of opening that dictionary is to 


look for the meaning of a word which he or she is not used to.  This shows that it is indeed 


important for lexicographers to ensure that translation equivalents in bilingual dictionaries are 


correct.  Zgusta (1971:21) and Howard (2002:15 and 86) are of the opinion that it is the work 


of the lexicographer to present translation equivalents which are correct, that is, they should 


give the precise meanings of the lemma presented in the macrostructure of a bilingual 


translation dictionary. 


 


In addition, as far as the meaning of words is concerned, Lyons (1977:3) states: 
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It is arguable, however, that this sense of “meaning” cannot be 


explained or understood except in relation to the notion of 


intention, on the one hand, and significance (or values) on the 


other, which, as we have seen, are relevant to the interpretation 


of at least some of the other senses of “meaning” and to “mean”. 


 


The explanation of meaning by Lyons (1977:3) includes the issue of an idea and intention; 


which means that the meaning of a word should correspond to the idea the user has about the 


meaning of a word.  This further implies that the dictionary user should not just pick any 


translation equivalent of a particular lemma because it is amongst those given, but the 


dictionary user should have the necessary knowledge and know what he or she wants to use 


the word for.  If the user has this in mind, it will be easy for him or her to discern the 


appropriate translation from a range of  words and this will lead to achieving communicative 


success, as the translation will be used in the correct context. 


 


Lyons (1977:4) furthermore shows that a distinction should  be drawn between the meaning of 


a word and the meaning of a (non-idiomatic) phrase or sentence.  This is the case because the 


meaning of a phrase or sentence is a product of the meaning of the words of which it consists.  


 


Gawron (1988:10) illustrates  the meaning of a word  when he asserts: 


 


In dealing with word meanings we are dealing with that part of 


language which is flush with the physics and the metaphysics 


of the world.  If knowing the word horse means knowing 


horses, then the same can be said of run and running situations, 


and in situations of containment. 


 


Gawron (1988:11) further contends that the view of lexical meaning given in the article just 


cited, in which word meanings are represented with structured templates called scenes can be 


summarised as  “words are very short texts”. 


 


These structures and situations serve as contextual guidance to dictionary users and this 


enables them to discern the appropriate translation equivalents they need from a range of 


translation equivalents. 


 


Geoffrey (1997:127) explains the meaning of a word as follows: 
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… we can assign a meaning to word strings, and for the majority 


of us it is this ability of words to “mean” which constitutes their 


most important function.  Much of our linguistic life is spent 


trying either to understand others or to ensure they understand 


us.  But here we encounter a recurring difficulty because 


although language is designed to enable communication it 


frequently seems to obstruct it. 


 


 


All these arguments show that the lexicographer should present the correct translation 


equivalents in the dictionaries’ microstructure. 


 


2.3 THE ORDERING OF SENSE 


 


The importance of the ordering of senses in bilingual dictionaries is indicated by citing 


different scholars who conducted similar research. 


 


Mphahlele (2001:8) shows the way in which the ordering of senses should be handled: 


 


It is important to mention here that in order for the user to 


achieve communicative success, a lexicographer must enter the 


translation equivalent that has the highest usage frequency as the 


first translation equivalent is a synonym paradigm. 


 


In this case, Mphahlele proposes that the translation equivalent that is mostly used by the 


target language speaker should be placed first in the list of translation equivalents of a source 


language lemma.  As the target language speakers are familiar with the translation equivalent, 


they are likely to understand the lexical item and achieve communicative success.  As the 


dictionary user is assisted to retrieve the appropriate semantic information, he or she should 


also be guided on the usage of the translation equivalent.  The lexicographer may do so by 


supplying the translation with a contextual guidance.  This simply means that any dictionary 


user will be able to use the translation equivalents that are ordered in a systematic way 


according to usage frequency.  The following serves as an example of the translation 


paradigm, which is haphazardly ordered: 


 


[balesa, hit with something as stick or stone and draw blood; hit 


by shooting at; fire a gun] (Guénod, 1967:15). 
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This presentation is just a mere listing of translation equivalents, without taking into 


consideration the usage frequency.  This will lead the user to take the first translation 


equivalent as the most suitable one to be used in a specific context.  The first translation 


equivalent of “balesa” should be “hit by shooting at”, and the dictionary user will consider 


“hit with something as stick or stone to draw blood” as the appropriate one,  whereas the 


appropriate translation equivalent is “hit by shooting at”, which is well-known to the target 


language speakers.  This presentation will lead the user to communicative embarrassment.  


However, the dictionary compiler  used semicolons to separate the translation equivalents, 


which symbolise  that the equivalents are not synonyms but polysemous equivalents.  


However, the user who does not know this principle, he or she will take them as synonymous 


and get confused.  The presentation should have been put in  the following way: 


 


[balesa, hit by shooting at; fire a gun; hit with something as 


stick or stone and draw blood]. 


 


The ordering of senses in dictionary articles is a lexicographic problem, as Feinauer (1999:18) 


indicates: 


 


After the lexicographer decided to treat a lemma as polyseme, 


he or she should once again make choices, namely, how to 


arrange the different semantic distinctions.  What will be given 


first and what last and what will the arrangement be like in 


between? 


 


Feinauer (1999) emphasises that the lexicographer should know the relatedness of the 


translation equivalents to the lamma being treated.  The sense that is closest in meaning to the 


lemma should be placed first in the list of the translation equivalents and, what comes after the 


first translation equivalent must also be nearer to the first translation equivalent than those that 


follow.  This logic should be followed until the last translation equivalent.  This means that 


they must be arranged according to the nearness in meaning.  Feinauer (1999:18) adds that 


dictionaries should have user guides to guide the users on how they should be used.  To 


confirm that the ordering of senses is a lexicographic problem, the researcher gives the 


following example: 


 


[abandon, v., - siya, -fularha, -fularhela, -tshika, xolola]  


(Cuenod, 1974:7). 
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In this presentation, the first translation equivalent should be “-tshika” as “-tshika” is the 


appropriate synonym of the lemma “abandon”.  The lemma “abandon” means to leave 


something or a person permanently or for a long time.  It has the same meaning as “-tshika” in 


the target language, so the translation equivalent “-tshika” should be put first.  If the first 


translation equivalent is the synonym of the source language lemma, the dictionary user will 


get the appropriate translation equivalent and his or her communication will be successful.  


The correct version of the presentation should be in the following way: 


 


[abandon, v., -tshika; -siya; -fularhela; -fularha; -xolola] 


 


The logical arrangement of translation equivalents by lexicographers is important, because 


users might want to look for a definition of a word while being in a hurry.   When the first 


translation equivalent is the synonym of the head word, the user will immediately get the 


meaning of that particular word without a waste of time.  The ordering of senses in a 


systematic manner is of importance in choosing the correct translation equivalent as Purandare 


and Pedersen (2008) remark that most words in a natural language have multiple possible 


meanings that can only be determined by considering the context in which they occur.  This 


implies that the dictionary user will be able to relate to the relevant translation equivalent by 


the manner in which they occur to the lemma. 


 


Mphahlele (2001), Feinauer (1999), and  Purandare and Pedersen (2008) assert that the 


ordering of senses in a logical and systematic way should be considered by lexicographers to 


assist the dictionary users to retrieve the appropriate translation equivalent to achieve 


communicative success. 


 


Concerning  the ordering of senses, Al-Kasimi (1977:67) argues thus: 


 


If several equivalents are presented, some indication should be 


given of the context (or kind of context) that would provoke the 


less expected version.  Our choice of THE equivalent (or the first 


equivalent) will be determined by the decision which one is more 


broadly applicable; it should be the particular equivalent that the 


student is most likely to need. 
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The explanation indicates that, when senses are ordered in a translation paradigm, the context 


of the main appropriate translation equivalent to the lemma should be indicated.  This can be 


dealt with by applying the meaning “discrimination principle”. 


 


The contextual guidance will guide dictionary users in  knowing how the equivalent can be 


used in a specific context.  The use of commas and semicolons in separating the translation 


equivalents in the dictionary microstructure also helps in the ordering of senses in a logical 


and systematic manner.  This helps the user to discern whether the translation equivalents are 


synonyms, near synonyms or polysemous senses as they are arranged in the list.  This rule 


needs to be explained in the user guide of a dictionary.  This principle is highlighted by 


Mphahlele (2001:36) when he argues: 


 


Commas and semicolons can be regarded as important structural 


markers in the translation dictionaries.  Certain semantic 


relations between translation equivalents in the paradigm are 


indicated by commas and semicolons.  Dictionary users are able 


to deduce that a translation equivalent paradigm contains target 


language synonyms if commas are used to separate the 


translation equivalents.  Translation equivalents that are 


separated by semicolons represent different polysemous senses 


of the lemma. 


 


This principle of meaning discrimination is also emphasised by Al-Kasimi (1977:70) when he 


writes that synonyms or near synonyms are separated by commas and different meanings by 


semicolons.  The following item from Cuenod (1974:131) will serve to explain both the 


separation of translation equivalents by structural markers and the ordering of senses in a 


logical and systematic manner. 


 


[humesa, v., take, pull out, evacuate, eject]. 


 


This is a problematic article where the lexicographer did not order the senses logically and 


systematically according to high usage frequency.  The first translation equivalent should have 


been “evacuate”, as it is indicated by the BBC (1992:388) when it explains “evacuate” as “if 


people are evacuated from a place, they are moved out of it because it has become 


dangerous”.  Since this explanation is the explanation of the lemma “humesa” in the source 


language, it should have been the first translation equivalent.  The second translation 
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equivalent should be “pull out” which is explained in the BBC (1992:929) as:  “The pull out 


of a group of people such as an army is their departure from the area or country that they are 


in.”  These two translation equivalents “evacuate” and “pull out” explain the lemma “humesa” 


in a polite manner in their use of “people” in their explanations indicating that people are not 


moved out of a place forcefully.  The third translation equivalent should be “eject” as it is 


defined in the BBC (1992:362) as “to eject something means to push or send out forcefully” 


while “take” which should be the last translation equivalent is defined in the BBC 


(1992:1195) as “you can use take to say that someone performs an action”.  The last two 


translation equivalents are not giving the same explanation, and their explanations are not very 


close to explaining the lemma “humesa”.   It is this reason why they should not be placed as 


the first and second translation equivalents, and  if they are put as it is suggested the user of a 


translation dictionary will not be misled in his or her communication because they will be 


arranged in a logical and systematic way according to their relatedness and usage frequency in 


daily communications.  A better presentation would  have been the following: 


 


[humesa. v., evacuate, pull out; eject; take]. 


 


This first presentation of the article by the lexicographer is problematic as the lexicographer 


has used commas in separating the translation equivalents “take”, “pull out”, “evacuate”, 


“eject” as synonyms.  This is a lexicographic blunder because the translation equivalents are 


not all synonyms, because some of them represent different polysemous senses of the lemma.  


It thus means that semicolons should have been used to separate the translation equivalents.  


The way in which they are separated will let the dictionary user assume that the translation 


equivalents are representing the synonymous senses of the lemma.  Semicolons should have 


been used to enable the dictionary user to know that the commas and semicolons will lead the 


dictionary user to correctly use the semantic information retrieved from such a presentation.  


This incorrect use of structural markers will not only affect the dictionary user, but will also  


affect the aim or the translation dictionary in assisting the user to retrieve the correct choice of 


equivalents, and this may lead to communicative embarrassment of the user. 


 


If commas and semicolons are to be used in the same translation equivalent paradigm, the 


users’ guidelines in the explanation on the usage of the dictionary should make the user aware 


of such presentation,  and  lead the user to achieve communicative success. 
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The illogical and unsystematic arrangement of senses in the dictionary microstructure can be 


dealt with as follows: 


 


Synchronic dictionaries, especially standard dictionaries, rely on an ordering according to 


usage frequency.  The sense in which a polysemous lemma is most commonly used, gets the 


first explanation or is represented by the first translation equivalent (Gouws, 1999:13). 


 


Gouws (1999:13) argues that it is important to interrupt the ordering within the translation 


equivalent paradigm correctly in a translation dictionary.  The first translation equivalent is 


supposed to be the target language form indicating a translation of the lemma’s most 


commonly used polysemous sense.  It is for this reason that Gouws (1999:13) suggests that: 


 


The ordering of the explanation of meaning in a descriptive 


dictionary and of the translation equivalents in a translation 


dictionary may not be done on an arbitrary basis.  Yet again the 


lexicographic treatment has to reflect the real language use.  All 


senses do not have the same usage frequency.  In the ordering of 


all entries, not only that of the sense of a polysemous lexical 


item, the lexicographer has to consider the occurrence of the 


relevant lexical item in actual language usage. 


 


It is evident that Gouws (1999) proposes that the lexical item in the target language, which is 


most frequently used, should  be the first translation equivalent in a translation paradigm.  


Gouws argues that bilingual dictionaries should be compiled by considering the logical 


arrangement of the meanings of a lemma as he states that “synchronic dictionaries” because 


they present two languages at the same time, particularly that the target language speakers, 


frequently struggle with the language and this will help them to know the immediate 


translation equivalent as they will be ordered according to usage frequency.  If the first 


translation equivalent is the one which is most frequently used, it will be easy for target 


language users to recognise the meaning.  Gouws furthermore asserts that the lexicographer 


should not only give the translation equivalents but that the equivalents should be 


accompanied by a contextual guide to assist the user to understand how the translation 


equivalence should be used in a specific context, because all the senses of a particular lemma 


in the list are not used in the same way.  The next item  by Cuénod (1974:11) will be used to 


enhance comprehension of the explanation: 
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  [back, longo, nhlana]. 


 


The entries  are illogically arranged with regard to usage frequency.  The first translation 


equivalents should be “nhlana” because “nhlana” is frequently used, since the source 


language speakers usually use “nhlana” to refer to “back”, they are not used to “longo”.  The 


lemma “back” means the part or the body from the neck to the waist, that is on the opposite 


side of the chest, stomach, and face; and “longo” and “nhlana” means the same as the lemma.  


However, credit is given to the compiler when it comes to the manner in which the entries 


have been  separated.  The correct versions should be: 


 


[back:  nhlana, (wa munhu), longo (ra munhu)]. 


 


This corrected article is user friendly, as the first translation equivalent is the one that is 


frequently used.  In addition, the researcher supplied the contextual guidance for better 


understanding.  Therefore, the researcher contends that the senses in English-Xitsonga 


bilingual dictionaries be logically and systematically arranged according to usage frequency to 


assist users to better understand the translation equivalents and that they be given contextual 


guidance. 


 


This notion of contextual guidance is emphasised by Geoffrey (1997:129) when he contends 


that it is not enough to know what words mean in isolation.  The users of the dictionaries have 


to be able to interpret them in concrete situations.  This involves knowledge of the world, of 


human psychology, and practical realities. 


 


Jacob (1986:187) adds to this explanation when he argues that the notion of contextual 


boundness should not be confused with the not altogether clear difference between “given” 


(known) and “new)” information.  This implies that even when the translation equivalent is 


well-known or new to dictionary users, it deserves a contextual guidance for accurate usage.  


The application of contextual guidance disambiguates the use of retrieved translation 


equivalents by target language speakers.  The English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries have a 


shortcoming of contextual guidance, as will be shown in Chapters Three  and Four. 
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To indicate that the ordering of senses in a logical and systematic manner is of vital 


importance, Pinchuck (1977:231) states: 


 


The bilingual dictionary has a particular importance for the 


translator, but it is also a very dangerous tool.  In general, when a 


translator needs to resort to a dictionary to find an equivalent he 


will do better to consult a good monolingual dictionary in the SL 


(source language – RG) and if necessary, one in the TL (target 


language – RG) as well as the bilingual dictionary appears to be a 


short cut, and to save time, but only a perfect bilingual dictionary 


can really do this, and no bilingual dictionary is perfect. 


 


The explanation implies that a bilingual dictionary is not perfect and any user who is to 


consult it for an equivalent must do so with circumspection and discernment. 


 


2.4  CONCLUSION 


 


Chapter Two has helped to stress the importance of the meaning of a word, namely, that the 


meaning of a word in a dictionary microstructure is important to dictionary users.  The chapter 


has indicated that the meaning of a word deals with the assignment of the appropriate meaning 


to structures in relevant situations or contexts.  It is for this reason that the ordering of senses 


in a logical and systematic meaning arrangement is of vital importance for the retrieval of an 


appropriate translation equivalent.  These translation equivalents should not only be logically 


and systematically arranged according to high usage frequency, but they should also be 


supplied by contextual guidance. 


 


Lastly, the chapter has dealt with the fact that the retrieval or accessing of the appropriate 


translation equivalents in a bilingual dictionary for use in specific contexts is of importance to 


different categories of people.  It is evident that the lexicographers have to do their 


groundwork properly to help these different categories of people.  Lexicographers should thus 


compile bilingual dictionaries with circumspection. 
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CHAPTER  THREE 


 


THE ROLE OF EQUIVALENCE IN THE ORDERING OF SENSES 


 


3.1 INTRODUCTION 


 


In this chapter, the researcher indicates the role of equivalence in the ordering of sense, which 


shows  the importance of having a number of equivalents representing a lemma.  The concept 


equivalence is defined broadly and explained for better comprehension.  The researcher 


discusses synonyms as they play a major role in the ordering of senses.  Furthermore, the 


types of equivalence are explained while the study also endeavours to show the significance of 


equivalence in the ordering of senses. 


 


3.2 DEFINITION OF EQUIVALENCE AND ITS ROLE IN THE ORDERING OF 


SENSES 


 


Halverson (1997:207) defines equivalence 


 


… as a relationship existing between two (or more) entities, and 


the relationship is described as one of likeness/sameness/ 


similarity/equality in terms of any of a number of potential 


qualities. 


 


 


Halverson (1997:207) furthermore explains that the two entities are the source language and 


the target language between which a certain correspondence or equality has to be achieved in 


the translation process by means of the transfer of meaning and signs in the target language. 


 


Halverson’s (1997) definition of equivalence implies that the lemma that is being translated 


should have the same semantic properties as its first translation equivalent.  This means that 


no semantic property should be left out during the translation process.  However, although no 


two languages are identical,  lexicographers should strive to achieve such a goal for the sake 


of communicative success by dictionary users. 
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Equivalence is also explained by Van Leuven Zwart (Wikipedia, 1990:227), cited by Mehrach 


(1997), states:  “It [equivalence] was used then in its strict scientific sense, to refer to an 


absolute symmetrical relationship between words of different languages.”  This explanation 


means that equivalence is a particular procedure that emphasises  the fact that the lemma 


should give the same meaning despite being the words of different languages.  In other words, 


they have to reflect the same semantic properties.  For further elaboration of the concept 


equivalence, the BBC (1992:383) states that “if there is equivalence between two things they 


have the same use, function, size, or value”. 


 


Additionally, according to Broek and Catford (1978), translation equivalence occurs when an 


SL [source language] and TL [target language] texts or items are related to (at least some) to 


the same relevant features of situation substances.  The explanation complements those by the 


BBC, Halverson (1997), and Van Leuven Zwart (1990) as they all assert that a relationship 


must prevail between the lemma and the translation equivalent. 


 


To gain a better understanding of the term equivalence, it is necessary for the study to indicate 


how difficult it may be for lexicographers to always find the appropriate translation 


equivalents of a source language lemma in the target language as the source and target 


languages are two different languages. 


 


However, experiencing difficulties in finding the appropriate translation equivalent to a source 


language lemma should encourage lexicographers to do their ground work with efficiency and 


employing the necessary mechanisms. 


 


3.2.1 The role of equivalence in the ordering of senses 


 


Equivalence plays an important role when one orders senses in a dictionary.  The major 


requirements are that they should be arranged in a logical and systematic order that will help 


the user to choose the appropriate translation equivalent needed for a particular context.  


When ordering senses, the lexicographer should know which translation equivalent to put first 


if he or she has to arrange them.  This is for the purpose of assisting the dictionary user to 


choose the correct translation equivalent.  The translation which the user is to choose first is 
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the one that is always used in day-to-day communications, and this is advocated by Mphahlele 


(2001:8) when he contends: 


 


In other words, the dictionary user is guided from the “known” 


to the “unknown” translation equivalents.  This therefore is a 


good method of teaching and learning in any teaching-learning 


activity. 


 


This ideal format of ordering of senses systematically, the role equivalence plays in the 


ordering of senses according to how they are related to the source language lemma, are also 


illustrated by Gouws (1999:13) as he argues that  “in the treatment of polysemy, the usage 


frequency of the different senses has a determining role in the ordering within the semantic 


comments”.  This implies that the most frequently used translation equivalent should come 


first in the list of the translation equivalence in the dictionary microstructure.  This is the role 


equivalence plays in the ordering of senses in bilingual translation dictionaries. 


 


In addition, Gouws (1999:3) points out that “No entry in a dictionary article should be 


evaluated in isolation.  One has to take cognizance of its position and function in a wider 


context”.  Gouws (1999) indicates that when ordering senses in the microstructure, the 


dictionary compiler must know the position of each translation equivalent in the 


microstructure, that is, he or she should determine which one to put first and which use to put 


last in the list.  Determining the translation equivalents’ positions only will not enable the user 


to apply such translation equivalents in context.  This means that the lexicographer should 


supply, after each translation equivalent, a contextual guidance that will enable the dictionary 


user to comprehend what the translation equivalent means. 


 


The role of equivalence in the ordering of senses is also demonstrated by Svensen (1993:159) 


when he remarks: 


 


If the arrangement of meanings in a dictionary entry is a 


difficult task in monolingual dictionaries, the same is even more 


true for bilingual ones, since the structure of meanings in two 


languages, not only one, is involved.  The purpose of the 


arrangement in a bilingual dictionary is not to demonstrate the 


structure of meanings in the source language.  Instead, it should 


further the main aim of the dictionary, namely, to make possible 


translation from the source language into the target language.  
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The users should be guided to the correct group of equivalents 


and be able to make a correct choice within that group. 


 


Furthermore, Svensen (1993:162) maintains that when the division into meanings is clear, one 


then has to determine in what order they should appear in the entry.  This scholar indicates 


that even though the arrangement of equivalents in the dictionary microstructure is a difficult 


task in both monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, the purpose and the manner in which they 


are arranged are intended to show the point that the user should find  the correct choice of the 


translation equivalent to be used for a particular purpose.  It should  not just be a mere listing 


of a group of translation equivalents.  He further states that the order in which these senses are 


arranged should be taken into consideration, and even indicates how they should be divided in 


the list is  of importance. 


 


The role of equivalence can be illustrated in the following examples: 


 


[anakanya, consider, think over, reflect] (Cuénod, 1974:14). 


 


[hlamba rien. bath, wash] (Xitsonga/English Dikixinari  


Dictionary, 2005:13). 


 


The above article will not be precise in assisting the dictionary user who is a target language 


speaker to achieve the goal in communication.  It would have been better if they were in the 


following format: 


 


(a) [anakanya, think over (an idea), consider (a plan); reflect (on something done)]. 


(b) [hlamba rien.  wash (water); bath (container; in)]. 


 


In example (a), the first translation equivalent should be “think over” as “think over” is the 


translation equivalent which is known as the synonym of the lemma “anakanya” and the 


second one as “consider” as it is the synomym of “think over”, but it is not well known as the 


translation equivalent of “think over”.  The last translation equivalent  should be “reflect” as it 


is the polysemy of the first two translation equivalents.  It should be separated from the first 


two by a semi-colon to show that they are not all synomyms, but “reflect” is the polysemy of 
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the first two translation equivalents.  The use of these structural markers has been indicated 


earlier on (2,3). 


 


The logical and systematic arrangement of equivalents is also shown in example (b).  The 


translation equivalent “wash” should be first as “wash” is the word which is known as the 


synonym of the source language lemma “hlamba” by the target language speakers and “bath” 


should be the second one.  The two translation equivalents are separated by a semicolon  to 


indicate that they are polysemous senses.   A “bath” is known to the target language speakers 


as a container in which water is poured by people to wash themselves.  These are thus 


shortcomings reflected in the English-Xitsonga dictionaries, and this could lead the dictionary 


users to communicate embarrassment if they are to be used in an incorrect context.  The role 


of equivalence in the ordering of senses is to beget synonyms, as synonyms strengthen the 


importance of equivalence in the arrangement of translation equivalents. 


 


3.2.1.1   Synonymy 


 


Zgusta (1971:89)  explains synonymy when he maintains: 


 


 Synonymy: they are words which have different forms but 


identical meaning. Considered generally the identity of meaning 


required for the synonym can be understood in two ways:  either 


as an absolute identity or as a very great similarity.  In the 


majority of cases, the term synonym is used so that it covers 


both eventualities, identity and a great similarity of meaning.  It 


is, however, advantageous to reserve the term synonymy.  


Synonyms, eventually specified by the attribute “absolute” only 


for cases of absolute identity in meaning.  For the “great 


similarity of meaning”.  We shall use the term near – synonym, 


near synonyms. Both categories, synonyms and near – 


synonyms, can  eventually be called “synonyms” in the broader 


sense of the word. 


 


Zgusta (1971) explains that words which are synonyms need not have the same form, but they 


should have the same meaning.  In other words,  these words should be completely identical in 


meaning.   
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Synonymy is also discussed  by Fromkin and Rodman (1993:131) when they remark that  


“There are also words that sound different but have the same or nearly the same meaning.  


Such words are called synonyms.”  These  scholars gave the examples of a “sofa” and a 


“couch” being synonyms, and “happy” and “glad” being synonyms too.  This implies that 


even if words do not have the same sound when articulated, they may have the same meaning, 


and are called synonyms. 


 


The researcher therefore deduces that since bilingual dictionaries deal with two different 


languages, their words should obviously not be the same in sound and form, but they should 


convey the same message when they are applied in a specific context. 


 


Al-Kasimi (1977:70) states that “synonyms or near synonyms are separated by commas and 


different  meanings by semicolons”.  Al-Kasimi (1977:70) further mentions that  “a comma (,) 


is a structural  marker which is used to separate synonyms or near synonyms”.  In this case, 


Al-Kasimi (1977) stresses that a comma is used to separate synonyms listed as a group of 


translation equivalents. 


 


The use of a comma to separate a group of synonyms in the dictionary microstructure is also 


emphasised  by Gouws (1999:12) when he defines a comma (,) as  “a structural marker which 


is used to separate translation equivalents which represent different target language 


synonyms”.  This means that a comma is used to separate translation equivalents, which are 


synonyms in a target language.  These explanations will help the dictionary user to know 


which group of translation equivalents are synonyms and which ones are not, and this will 


also help upcoming lexicographers to compile pre-dominant bilingual dictionaries.  The 


principle of separating translation equivalents in a bilingual dictionary microstructural 


according to word class does not prevail in English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries.  The 


following serves as examples: 


 


(a) [achieve, V, -heta, -hetisa, -kota]  (Cuénod, 1974:7). 


(b) [dlaya munhu rien. assassinate, murder] (Xitonga/English Dikixinari Dictionary, 


 2005:6). 
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The translation equivalents in article (a)  are all separated by a comma, as if they are 


synonyms whereas they are not.  This will mislead the dictionary user if he or she knows the 


use of commas, while the translation equivalents are not logically and systematically arranged. 


To clarify this point, the first translation equivalent should have been “kota”,  the second one  


“-heta,” and the last “-hetisa”.  The lemma “achieve” means to succeed in obtaining 


something and the equivalent “-kota” means to be able to achieve something or to be able to 


do something. 


 


The translation equivalents are not systematically arranged and they are not synonyms.  They 


thus  reflect a lack of metalexicography in compiling the dictionary.  It would have been better 


if they were  presented in the following way: 


 


  [achieve, V., -kota; -heta; -hetisa]. 


 


The same applies to article (b) where the translation equivalent which should have been put 


first is “murder” as “murder” is the direct equivalent to “dlaya munhu” which means to kill in 


a criminal way or to kill accidentally, whereas “assassinate” means to kill for political reasons, 


translation equivalent which is known  to the target language users is “murder” and it is the 


translation equivalent which is synonymous to “dlaya munhu”. 


 


All these presentations reveal a mere listing of translation equivalents without following 


lexicographic principles, which will lead the user nowhere in terms of retrieving the accurate 


equivalent for a specific context. 


 


The use of commas to separate synonymous translation equivalents is also emphasised by 


Mphahlele (2001:36) when he remarks: 


 


Dictionary users are able to deduce that a translation equivalent 


paradigm contains target language synonyms if commas are used 


to separate the translation equivalents.  Translation equivalents 


that are separated by semicolons represent different polysemous 


senses of the lemma. 
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The explanation, therefore, implies that commas are used to separate translation equivalents 


which are synonymous in a dictionary microstructure. 


 


With regard to the definitions and explanations discussed, the role of equivalence in the 


ordering of senses does not assist the dictionary user in retrieving the appropriate and accurate 


translation equivalents in the English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries, particularly when 


referring to the articles used as examples. 


 


3.3 TYPES OF EQUIVALENCE 


 


The types of equivalence will be defined and discussed as indicated in the introduction in the 


following sequence: 


 


3.3.1 Zero-equivalence 


 


Mphahlele (2001:26) defines zero-equivalence as follows: 


 


Zero-equivalence is a case where the source language form or 


lemma does not have an appropriate and immediate translation 


equivalent in the target language.  In this case, it is usually said 


that a particular lemma is untranslatable. 


 


This implies that a source language lemma cannot be translated properly into the target 


language.  Mphahlele furthermore  remarks: 


 


In other words, zero-equivalence is a case where there is no 


direct translation equivalent for a lemma.  Some scholars would 


refer to the lemma that has no direct immediate translation 


equivalents as a lemma with a low level of translatability 


(Mphahlele, 2001:27). 


 


Bayer (2007:36) explains zero-equivalence  as follows:  “Zero-equivalence occurs when there 


is no one-to-one equivalent between the SL and the TL.”  Bayer furthermore remarks that this 


happens when the translator deals with texts that contain many culturally bound words or 


expressions.  Bayer  thus indicates that if there is no direct translation between two languages, 
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zero-equivalence prevails, and this happens because the languages being dealt with are 


different and their cultures do differ too. 


 


Gouws (1999:26) defines zero-equivalence as follows: 


Zero-equivalents entails a lexical gap, that is, the lexical item 


that is supposed to be supplied as a translation equivalent is not 


present.  The absence of a translation equivalent usually 


indicates the existence of a lexical gap in the target language. 


 


This means that a source language lemma does not have an appropriate translation equivalent.  


An investigation of the definitions and explanations of the concept zero-equivalence given by 


these different scholars, has made the researcher to agree that zero-equivalence is an instance 


where a source language lexical item does not have an appropriate and direct translation 


equivalent that can serve the communicative needs of the dictionary user.  Zero-equivalence is 


a problematic matter to both the lexicographer and the dictionary user, as it impedes 


dictionary users to attain communicative success.  This is due to the fact that two languages 


that are different are being dealt with when compiling a dictionary.  As these languages are 


different, their cultures differ as well.  This becomes difficult because the lexicographer might 


have mastered his or her native language, but may not be well versed with the target language 


where the translation equivalents should be supplied.  In this regard, Nida (1958:279) remarks: 


 


The semantic problems involved in bilingual dictionaries are 


different from, and also more complicated, than those 


encountered in the compilation of monolingual dictionaries.  


The reason for this is that whereas monolingual dictionaries are 


prepared for users who participate in and understand the culture 


being described, bilingual dictionaries describe a culture which 


differs in various proportions from that of the users. 


 


The lack of translation equivalents in the target language due to the culture bound factor is 


also discussed by both Zgusta (1971:323) and Al-Kasimi (1983:61) when they point out:  “a 


major problem the bilingual lexicographer has to contend with, is that the required equivalents 


cannot always be found in the TL”.  This implies that the scholars are alerting the 


lexicographer that there is zero-equivalence which they must be prepared for when embarking 


on compiling a bilingual dictionary. 
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The cultural factor is not the only obstacle that causes  zero-equivalence as there are other 


factors such as scientific and technological factors.  In the case of English and Xitsonga 


languages, there are some words which are untranslatable into English as a target language.  


The following ritual words serve as an example: 


 


ephandzeni; 


xikhubu; 


nhlanga; and 


ndhumba. 


 


These words cannot be translated into English, as the English do not have a place where 


traditional doctors practise.  This practice is done at the traditional doctor’s home or outside 


his or her home yard.  The word ephandzeni is the place where the patients wait before 


entering the home or the place where the traditional doctor practises.  The word xikhubu is 


something made of a hard textured cloth, with strings of  wool knit around it.  It is smeared 


with a pig’s fat or oil mixed with maroon powder or oxide. 


 


The word “nhlanga” is a small scar cut with a sharp razor, into which some medicine is 


rubbed while the word “ndhumba” is the house in which a traditional doctor practises. 


 


These lexical items cannot be translated into English because they do not exist in the English 


community and they cannot get an immediate and appropriate translation equivalent.  In a case 


where there are no translation equivalents, zero-equivalence prevails.  Where zero-


equivanence serves as a challenge to lexicographers, since they have to look for some means 


to solve this problem so that they can render a proper service to dictionary users.  Some 


lexicographers resort to borrowing as the mechanism to solve the problem of zero-


equivalence, or they use transliteration as an alternative.  The use of borrowing as a translation 


equivalent to the target language does not necessarily help the dictionary user to acquire the 


required equivalent.  This is why Mphahlele (2001:27) contends that  “in cases where zero-


equivalence occurs, the lexicographer should bear in mind that direct borrowing from the 


source language cannot serve any semantic purpose”.  He furthermore states that if the 


lexicographer uses a borrowed word which has not been established in the general language 


use, it cannot assist the user to communicate successfully (Mphahlele, 2001:27). 
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The same applies to the use of transliteration as the means of supplying the target language 


translation equivalent.  Thus Roets (2001:9) observes: 


 


A large number of equivalents are formed through transliteration, 


particularly in subjects such as Economics, Medicine, and 


Physics.  However, this does not mean that transliteration is the 


best solution.  Although English is the language of transit in 


South Africa for most scientific and technical subjects, the 


English language has a limited use for your African learners. 


 


Transliteration frequently happens in Mathematics, Economics and Physics, when the English 


words in these subjects are to be translated into Xitsonga.  However, they often pose a 


problem to lexicographers, as the following example illustrates: 


 


(a)  [carbon n. khaboni] Xitsonga/English Dikixinari Dictionary, 2005:105). 


 


This  example leaves the stem of the source language when trying to translate it into the target 


language.   This shows that transliteration was applied, but this does not help the user to obtain 


the semantic information needed in the target language.  This type of  presentation indicates 


that the two languages differ in many ways as  has been indicated by Nida (1958:279). 


 


The following example also has a translation equivalent which leaves the stem of the source 


language when translated into the target language, that is “Khadi”, and the senses are also not 


logically ordered. 


 


(b) [card, n. karata, kariti, khadi] (Xitsonga/English Dikixinari  


 Dictionary, 2005:105). 


 


Although transliteration has been used, the translation equivalents presented are not ordered in 


a logical and systematic way. 


 


Both examples in (a) and (b) leave the stem of the source language even when  translated, this 


shows that transliteration has been used, the translation equivalents presented are also not 


ordered in a logical and systematic way.  It could have been better if they were arranged in 


this format: 
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 [card, n. khadi, karata, kariti]. 


 


The reason that the sense “khadi” be the first in the list of the translation equivalents is that 


“khadi” is the sense that is used most frequently by the target language users.  Gouws 


(1999:13) remarks that this ordering senses, according to usage frequency, synchronic 


dictionaries,  especially standard dictionaries, rely on an ordering according to usage 


frequency. In this regard, it implies that the common meaning or equivalent should be 


presented first in the ordering of senses, because dictionary users would want to have such 


meaning before other extra meanings are presented. 


 


This type of presenting translation equivalents by using borrowing or transliteration really 


indicates that zero-equivalence prevails, but it does not mean that borrowing or transliteration 


is the solution to it has been illustrated by Roets (2001:9) before.  Other examples that 


illustrate transliteration and borrowing due to zero-equivalence that the lexicographers were 


confronted with are the following: 


 


(a) [acid, asidi; be acid, kaxa, kahla] (Cuénod, 1974:7). 


(b) [cabbage, khavichi] (Cuénod, 1974:16). 


(c) [diamond, dayimani] (Cuénod, 1974:26). 


 


These presentations cannot really assist the target language dictionary user, because their 


translation equivalents still leave the stem of the source language word even when they are 


translated.  With regard to article (a), the translation equivalent to the lemma “acid” is “asidi” 


which resembles transliteration, and it is emphasised by being put as the first translation 


equivalent, followed by the polysemous meaning “be acid” which is again in the source 


language.  This signifies that zero-equivalence is prevalent. 


 


The manner in which these translation equivalents are presented also shows that the principle 


of ordering of senses in a logical and systematic way is not applied, and as a result, the 


dictionary user will just consider the first meaning, which is being transliterated as the 


accurate and appropriate translation equivalent to be used in a particular context.  The 


lexicographer should have put “-kahla” as the first translation equivalent because it is in the 


target language and was also supplied with a contextual guidance to assist the user to 
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comprehend it easier and also to know how to use it in a specific context.  If this principle was 


applied, it could also help in maintaining the target language for the sake of the enhancement 


of the target language vocabulary.  It would have been better if it were presented in the 


following  format: 


 


[acid, -kahla (ku ndzhunga, ku bavela), -kaxa; asidi]. 


 


The prevalence of zero-equivalence that the lexicographer was faced with is seen in the 


following article (c) as well: 


 


[cabbage, khavichi]. 


 


The lexicographer simply resorted to transliteration, which will hardly assist the users in any 


way.  According to history, “cabbage” is not an African plant or vegetable, but was imported 


from Miami some years ago (BBC, 1992:158).  The lexicographer should have used such 


historical information to seek another option that could assist the dictionary user better 


because the plant is not originally from the country of the native target language speaker.  The 


presentation could have been better if it was presented  in the following way: 


 


[cabbage, n. matsavu, muroho (wa makamba makulu); khavichi]. 


 


The use of transliteration, due to the prevalence of zero-equivalence, is also evident in the 


following presentation (d): 


 


[diamond, dayimani]. 


 


The above article could have been clearer if presented in this way: 


 


[diamond, xicelwa (ribye: ro hatima, ra tinhla to hlaya); dayimani]. 


 


The researcher has applied user friendly translation equivalents to explain what the word 


“diamond” means, as the first translation equivalent “xicelwa” explains that it is something 


mined, it is a mineral, whereas the contextual guidance “ribye” reveals  that it is a stone which 
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shines or glitters that is having several corners, with  “dayimani” which is transliterated  put 


last because it is the word that leaves the stem of the source language “diamond” even after 


translation and this will not help the user to access the required semantic information in the 


target language. 


 


The suggested principle could help in preserving the indigenous African languages as they 


slowly fade or die because of resorting to borrowing or transliteration.  To avoid 


transliteration, future lexicographers need to do their groundwork rigorously.  The review of 


the existing English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries shows that the lexicographers frequently 


resorted to borrowing and transliteration when confronted with zero-equivalence.  From this 


analysis, it is evident that the lexicographers moved away from the purpose of a bilingual 


dictionary as it is stated by Zgusta (1971:294): 


 


The basic purpose of a bilingual dictionary is to coordinate the 


lexical units of one language with those of another language 


which are equivalent in lexical meaning. 


 


This simply means that a properly compiled bilingual dictionary should clearly state  that the 


lexical units of the two languages presented in them should relate in meaning, but not to repeat 


the source language lemma in the target language and be called a translation equivalent. 


 


3.3.2 Functional equivalence 


 


Newmark (1981:10) regards functional equivalence as “the principle of similar or equivalent 


response or effect, or of functional equivalence”.  He furthermore  explains that aspects that 


can be equivalent include the content (in other words, cognitive aspects) or the form (such as 


formal aspects). 


 


For further elaboration, the researcher deems it necessary to give an explanation of the word 


function as functional is derived from it: 


 


Function refers to the purpose for which a language form or 


phenomenon exists.  More broadly, function refers to be the 


purpose for which any utterance is made.  An utterance can be 


any length of speech that communicates some meaning.  
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Function refers not only to individual words and how they 


relate to each other, but also to how words are used.  For 


instance, in some languages it is possible to repeat something 


for some effect.  A translator needs to know what that effect is, 


that is, what is the function of repetition in the language under 


study.  It is the function itself, which must be translated, not 


necessarily the way (form) that function is encoded in a 


language. 


 


To add  to this explanation the same source states: 


 


The translator should constantly ask, what is the function of 


this particular language phenomenon in the language from 


which I am translating?  He then matches the same functions 


between languages, regardless of what forms are used to carry 


out those functions.  Forms communicate meaning through 


various functions required of languages.  If functions are not 


the same, then meanings will not be the same.  And the 


purpose of translation is to transfer meaning. 


 


As one of the aspects of the purpose of the study is to review if the ordering of senses are 


logically and systematically arranged, it is also necessary to check whether functional 


equivalence has been applied in the English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries under review: 


 


In the following example: 


 


[xihahampfhuka, aeroplane] (Cuénod, 1974:2004, 206), 


 


the  above article only gives a word-to-word meaning, and the dictionary user will not be able 


to understand the function of the phenomenon, which is being given as a meaning in the target 


language.  It would have been better if the meaning were supplied with a contextual guidance 


in the form of an explanation.  This means that the senses should have been presented in a way 


which explains the function of the phenomenon to qualify as a functional equivalence and also 


to help the dictionary user to understand the meaning clearly.  The presentation would have 


been better if given in the following way: 


 


[xihahampfhuka, aeroplane (the vehicle with wings and engines 


that can fly through the air). 
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Here contextual guidance, which is supplied to the sense “aeroplane”, shows the function of 


the phenomenon, and in this way, it can be called a functional equivalence.  No matter how 


long the sense is.   As long as it helps the user to understand it, it should be used.  This type of 


presentation is advocated by Gouws (1999:13): 


 


The ordering of the explanation of meaning in a descriptive 


dictionary and of the translation equivalents in a translation 


dictionary may not be done on an arbitrary basis.  Yet again the 


lexicographic treatment has to reflect the real language use. 


 


This type of presenting sense coupled with the contextual guidance is necessary, because 


dictionaries are not only meant for users who are as well educated.  They are compiled for 


those who are semi-literate and who are still learning.  It is, therefore,  necessary that users get 


assistance by simplifying the meaning of words in a bilingual dictionary. 


 


However, even in the recently  compiled English-Xitsonga dictionary, namely, 


Xitsonga/English Dikixinari Dictionary, 2005, functional equivalence has not been considered 


for the assistance of the dictionary user to understand what the lemma in the source language 


is all about as the following examples indicate: 


 


[xihaha – mpfhuka riv. aircraft] (Xitsonga-English Dikixinari  


Dictionary, 2005:80, 85, 86). 


[xiya-ni-moya riv. radio]. 


[xigwitsirisi riv. freezer]. 


[xititimerisi riv. fridge]. 


 


Functional equivalence has  not been applied to the following paradigm article as well: 


 


[xifambo 7, shoe, boat, sandal] (Cuénod, 1967:229). 


 


This article is presented without a contextual guidance, and the senses are also separated with 


commas as if they are synonyms, whereas they are polysemous senses and should have been 


separated by semicolons.  The suggested presentation should be as follows: 
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[xifambo 7, shoe (enclosed footwear under ankle); boot (footwear for work); 


sandal (open footwear for air), all for wear and to walk with]. 


 


This presentation will assist the user into understanding why the phenomenon is called 


“xifambo” in the source language. 


 


3.3.3 Cultural equivalence 


 


Mbiti (1975:7) defines culture as: 


 


The word culture covers many things, such as the way people 


leave, behave and act, their physical as well as their intellectual 


achievements.  Culture shows itself in art and literature, dance, 


music and drama, in styles of building houses and people’s 


clothing, in social organization and political systems, in religion, 


ethnics, morals and philosophy in the customs and institutions 


of the people in their values and laws and in their economic life. 


 


In addition, the Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (1975:285) defines culture as: 


 


The art, literature, music, and other intellectual expressions of 


a particular society or times, a society without much culture, a 


period of high or low culture, and understanding or 


appreciation of this, or the customs, arts, social institutions, etc. 


of a particular group or nation: people from different cultures, 


Western culture, working class culture, twentieth century 


popular culture or development through regular training, 


exercises, treatment, etc., physical culture (i.e.) becoming fit 


and strong by doing exercises). 


 


From these definitions, it is clear that an active culture sometimes causes the untranslatability 


of words from one language to another.  For example: 


 


[bride, mutekiwa, hlomisa, take one’s bride home, - hlomisa] 


(Cuénod, 1974:15). 


 


[bridegroom, muteki, novori, mulovori] (Cuénod, 1974:15). 


 


[mukon’wana, father or brother-in-law] (Cuénod, 1974:154). 
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[bride n. nhlomi, hlomisa, mutekiwa, makoti]  


(Xitsonga/English Dikixinari Dictionary, 2005:103). 


 


The following article reveals some difficulties which the lexicographers were confronted with 


when they presented it: 


 


[bride, mutekiwa, hlomisa, take one’s bridge home, - hlomisa] 


 


The source language in the microstructure still appears, “take one’s bride home”, whereas 


there should have been the target language translation equivalents.  This signifies the problem 


caused by culture difference.  The translation equivalent in the source language is “take one’s 


bride home” which will not assist the target language speaker because the phrase is still in the 


source language.  Instead, it should have been in the target language, and there is also a 


repetition of the translation equivalent “hlomisa” and “-hlomisa” that refers to  the same thing.  


This may confuse the dictionary user in getting the proper translation equivalent.  It would be 


better if the presentation were in this format: 


 


[bride, mutekiwa (wansati loyi a tekiwaka); hlomisa (wansati)]. 


 


The suggested article is better because the translation equivalents are supplied with contextual 


guidance and they are also separated by a semicolon to show that they are polysemous senses. 


 


The next article is also properly presented: 


 


[bridegroom, muteki, novori, mulovori]. 


 


The equivalents in this article are not well ordered according to their relevancy in meaning to 


the source language lemma and no context has been indicated. 


 


[bridegroom, mulovori, novori (wa nsati, muteki (wa nsati)]. 


 


This presentation is better because the equivalents are given contextual guidance.  The 


following article also shows some cultural equivalence problems. 
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[mukon’wana, father or brother-in-law] (Cuénod, 1974:154). 


 


The translation equivalent “father or brother-in-law” does not explain anything with regard to 


the meaning of the lemma “mukon’wana” as it is known by the source language speakers.  


This will hardly assist the target language speaker in knowing what “mukon’wana” means in 


the target language.  “Mukon’wana” refers to the bridegroom who marries in a particular 


family.  He is called “mukon’wana” by the members and relatives of the family from which he 


marries.  The following is the suggested article: 


 


[mukon’wana, bridgegroom (a man who marries from a particular  


family)]. 


 


With this article, the user will know what “mukon’wana” really  means. 


 


Most of the problems which are encountered in cultural equivalence are due to the fact that 


cultures and languages differ.  However, such problems must be resolved by using appropriate 


translating strategies. 


 


3.3.4 Solutions to difficulties and lack of equivalence 


 


When lexicographers are faced with a lack of immediate translation equivalence, they can use 


surrogate equivalence to solve the problem.   According to Mphahlele (2004:2), surrogate 


equivalence is  “when the lexicographer includes a phrase or a sentence in the target language 


as an equivalent for the lemma”.  Surrogate equivalence is also illustrated in BBC (1992:1180) 


as it states “you use a surrogate to describe a person or thing that acts as a substitute for 


someone or something else”. 


 


The two explanations imply that surrogate equivalence is used to substitute something which 


cannot be given an immediate meaning, but it can be given a meaning in the form of an 


explanation in a lengthy or a concise manner if the message is well transferred.  This is also 


supported  by Zgusta (1971:320) when he states that “in the other types of dictionaries, both 


translational and explanatory can serve as the solutions to a lack of translation equivalents.”  


He furthermore states that the explanatory equivalent has the advantage of being very general, 
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because it is situated on the notional rather than on the purely linguistic level (Zgusta, 


1971:320). 


 


When a surrogate equivalent is employed as a way of supplying equivalence, it depends on the 


nature of the lexical gap that prevails, and it will determine the type of  description to be given 


as the surrogate equivalent.  In this regard, Gouws (1999:27) distinguishes two types of lexical 


gaps that prevail in the target language, namely, referential gaps and linguistic gaps.  A 


linguistic gap prevails when the referent to be given a meaning is known to both language 


groups, but the target language is unable to express it, for example: 


 


[cabbage, khavichi] (Cuénod, 1974:16). 


 


On the other hand, a referential gap is established when the referent is known to the speakers 


of one group whereas the speakers of the other group do not know it.  In this case, a 


comprehensive description of the item should be given for the sake of the target language 


speakers to get full information.  For example, the word “xikhubu” might only be known to 


the Xitsonga speaking group whereas it might not be common to the English-speaking people.  


In such a case, a comprehensive description is required as reflected in 3.3.1. 


 


The researcher consulted various respondents in order to obtain their views as far as the 


ordering of senses  and usage frequency are concerned.  There was consensus among the 


respondents  that an equivalent with the highest usage frequency should appear first in the 


article.  The respondents were as follows: 
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A few equivalents were given to respondents so that they could arrange them according to 


usage frequency.  The results are as follows: 


 


Source language lemmas Target language translation equivalents 


Abandon -tshika; siya; fularhela; fularha; -xolola. 


achieve -kota;  -heta; -hetisa. 


acid kahla, -kaxa; asidi. 


card khadi; karata; kariti. 


railway xiporo, tinjhanjhi; xitimela; -rhalaweyi; xitichi. 


alapha treat with medicines; doctor. 


balesa hit by shooting at; fire a gun; hit with something such  as stick 


or stone and draw blood. 


dlaya munhu murder, assassinate. 


hlamba wash; bath. 


 


 


3.4 CONCLUSION 


 


It is indeed important that dictionary users should not take equivalence for granted in the 


compilation of dictionaries.  Lexicographers must also take into account that the first 


translation equivalent should be the one that is most frequently used.   The chapter has 


outlined that zero-equivalence is when a source lemma cannot be given an immediate 


translation equivalence, and the measure to invoke in this case is to employ surrogate 


equivalence and not to resort to borrowing or transliteration. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 


 


THE IMPACT OF POLYSEMY AND CONTEXT ON THE ORDERING OF SENSES 


 


4.1 INTRODUCTION 


 


This chapter  outlines the definition of polysemy in a broader sense and also highlights that  


polysemous senses also need to be logically and systematically arranged in the dictionary 


microstructure.  As the format of the arrangement will be suggested, it is also indicated which 


semantic comment is used to separate polysemous senses, hyponymy is discussed to signify 


its relationship to polysemy as well.  Context is defined and discussed and checked to 


determine if it was applied in the English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries. 


 


4.2 THE DEFINITION OF POLYSEMY AND HYPONYMY 


 


Fromkin and Rodman (1993:132) define the concept polysemy as follows:  “A word may have 


several closely related but slightly different meanings.  Such a word is said to be polysemous.”   


 


This explanation implies that a word may have translation equivalents with nearly the same 


meanings that are not synonyms.  It is not unusual for a polysemous word to share one of its 


meanings with another word, a kind of partial synonymy.  For example, mature and ripe are 


polysemous words which are synonyms when applied to fruit, but not when applied to 


animals.  The explanation shows it clearly as it gives the example of the words “mature” and 


“ripe” where they show the slight difference when they  refer to animals.  This means that it is 


the relevant explanation of showing a slight difference of polysemous senses.  The definition 


by Fromkin and Rodman (1993) is similar to the one in the web address which states:  “A 


polyseme is a word or phrase with multiple, related meanings”. (http://cc.msnscache. 


com/cache) .  Although this definition does not state the notion of a “slight difference”, it still 


maintains the fact that polysemous senses have related meanings, that is to say polysemous 


senses are related in meanings, and this definition from the website also gives examples to 


support this idea,  the examples are: “The verb ‘to get’ can mean ‘take’ (I will get the drinks), 


‘become’ (she got scared), ‘have’ (I’ve got three dollars), and ‘understand’ (I get it).  The 


examples confirm that polysemous senses are closely related but have a slight difference.  If 
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these polysemous senses were not supplied with contextual guidance they would really not 


signify a slight difference. 


 


The notion that polysemy refers to several closely related meanings is supported by Gawron 


(1988:237) when he states that  “Any theory of polysemy will prefer one meaning to two; but 


it is far from obvious that it will prefer three meanings to six.”  This explanation implies that a 


lemma may have many related translation equivalents and not only two.   


 


Polysemy is defined in a similar way by Mokgokong (1975:31):  “By polysemy or multiple 


meaning we refer to a phenomenon whereby a given word has two or more shifts of 


meanings.”  This definition  means that a lemma might have many meanings, of which the 


meanings might emerge due to the “shifts of meaning”, and by “shifts of meaning”  from the 


well-known and frequently used meaning, followed by closely related translation equivalents.  


Mokgokong (1975:31) further elaborates on the definition by stating: “Polysemes are different 


senses of one lexical item”.  This simply means that polysemes are various senses of a 


particular given word.  Howard (2002:12), in turn, points out: 


 


Many words have more than one meaning; they manifest 


“polysemy”.  Ascertaining how many meanings, or “senses”, a 


lexeme has, and in what order to arrange them are difficult 


decisions for a lexicographer to make, and dictionaries may 


differ quite markedly in their analysis. 


 


This means that a word that has more than one translation equivalents is polysemous, and the 


explanation further states that the polysemous senses of that particular lemma should be 


arranged in a particular order.  The researcher thus maintains that they should be logically and 


systematically arranged.  Although he further mentions the difficulties lexicographers face, 


lexicographers have to be innovative in making the arrangement of polysemous senses, taking 


into account what type of a dictionary is it. 


 


The following definition of the concept polysemy is given by Zgusta (1971:60): 


 


The  fact has been mentioned that the English word crane can be 


used in reference to birds of a species and to machines of a type.  


This phenomenon is usually called polysemy.  As a general 


term, it designates the fact that a single word can have different 
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senses; polysemy is, then, a general linguistic category.  The 


same term polysemy can be used, however, to refer to a single, 


concrete word (lexical unit) of a language: the polysemy of a 


word “means, then, all the possible senses the word has”. 


 


This definition has touched on all the possible meanings of  polysemy, from being a single 


lexical unit of a language to the meaning used in lexicographic matters, namely, that  


polysemy means a word that has several possible senses to explain it.  Zgusta’s (1971) 


definition is supported by Palmer (1993:100) when he suggests that sameness of meaning is 


not very easy to deal with but there seems nothing inherently difficult about difference of 


meaning.  Not only do different words have different meanings; it is also the case that the 


same word may have a set of different meanings.  This is polysemy and  such a word is 


polysemic.  The dictionary will thus define the word  flight in at least the following ways:  


“passing through the air”, “power of flying”, “air journey”, “unit of the air force”, “volley”, 


“disgression”, and “series of steps”.  Yet there are problems even with this apparently simple 


concept. 


 


With these definitions and explanations of polysemy,  the researcher regards the concept 


polysemy as  a word that has many possible meanings or senses that are related. 


 


The idea of polysemy might be expanded by the use of hyponymy to describe some translation 


equivalents.  This concept needs not to be dealt with in depth, as its inclusion is only to show 


the relationship between polysemy and hyponymy.   Lyons (1977:294) gives the following 


explanation of the concept hyponymy: 


 


Hyponymy is a paradigmatic relation of sense which rests upon 


the encapsulation in the hyponym of some syntagmatic 


modification of the sense of the super-ordinate lexeme. 


 


Lyons (1977:291) furthermore explains that  “Hyponymy is frequently discussed by logicians 


in terms of class-inclusion (cf. 6.4); and, up to a point, this is satisfactory enough.”  The  


explanations by Lyons (1977:291 and  294) means that hyponymy is a typical example that 


explains it, and that model which explains it represents it in a single object or very small space 


but being included in the same class.  This can be illustrated in the following example: 
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Cow means “homu”  which can also refers to  “nkuzi”, “rhole” and “nkavi”.  “Homu” is a 


cow, “nkuzi”  is a bull, “rhole”  a calf,  and “nkavi”  an ox.  “Homu” is the superordinate and 


“nkuzi”, “rhole”, and  “nkavi” are hyponyms.  The actual meaning of cow in the target 


language, that is  Xitsonga is “homu” and the other words are according to gender and baby.  


This will assist the target language speaker to know that one can also refer to the other  words 


as cow, because they belong together.  This entry can be used in a bilingual dictionary to show 


that they belong together while the contextual guidance will help  the users to differentiate 


between the different kinds of cattle.  In this regard, polysemy and hyponymy show a 


relationship because “bull”, “ox”, and “calf” can be regarded as polysemous senses. 


 


Polysemous senses need to be supplied with a contextual guidance for the user to be able to 


choose the appropriate and accurate translation equivalent, for use in a specific situation, since 


it has already been mentioned in the definitions and explanations of polysemy that the senses 


of a polysemic lemma are closely related, but have a slight difference in meaning due to the 


context in which it is used.    The BBC (1992:244) regards context  as follows:  “The context 


of a word or sentence consists of the words or sentences before it and after it which help make 


its meaning clear”.   This source furthermore maintains that the  context of an idea or event is 


the general situation that relates to it and which helps it to be understood.  The two 


explanations boil down to the fact that the context of a word or sentence helps the user to 


comprehend that particular word or sentence.  The above explanations of context are 


supported by Lyons (1977:570)  when  he illustrates: 


 


Any utterance - token that is produced on some particular 


occasion is an actual utterance (cf. 1.6).  In certain situations, 


the utterance that is produced (as a token of a particular type is 


very highly determined by factors which we may describe, 


loosely for the moment, as contextual. 


 


Lyons (1977:570) furthermore elaborates by giving the example of  the utterance “hello” 


when answering the telephone or of “Good morning” upon entering a shop at a certain time of 


day.  These utterances are determined by the social role that the utterer is playing and his or 


her recognition of what utterance-types are appropriate for  a given situation  and by a variety 


of more particularly contextual features. 
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The  foregoing explanation and the example by Lyons (1977:570) simply imply that words or 


sentences should be used correctly to the appropriate situations.  Contextual guidance is thus 


needed, particularly to translation equivalents in bilingual dictionaries, such as English-


Xitsonga ones. 


 


4.3 THE IMPACT OF POLYSEMY AND CONTEXT ON THE ORDERING OF  


SENSES 


 


Polysemy, together with context,  has an impact on the ordering of senses, because   


polysemous senses are not logically and systematically arranged, it  might prevent  the user of 


the dictionary from achieving communicative success.  Polysemous translation equivalents 


need to be treated with caution and discernment in the arrangement of a dictionary 


microstructure to enable the user to choose the most appropriate and accurate equivalent to 


use in a specific situation.   This will assist the user to express himself or herself eloquently in 


either the written or spoken form of the language.  This will cause either the proper usage or 


the inappropriate use of the given translation equivalent.  However, to guard  against the 


improper use of translation equivalents, lexicographers should adopt the principle of the 


arrangement of senses in a logical and systematic format in a bilingual translation dictionary 


microstructure, while  the senses should be coupled with contextual guidance for better 


understanding with regard to usage.  With regard to the ordering of senses, Feinauer (1999:18) 


indicates: 


 


After the lexicographer decided to treat a lemma as polyseme, 


he or she should once again make choices, namely, how to 


arrange the different semantic distinctions.  What will be given 


first and what last and what will the arrangement be like in 


between? 


 


This implies that polysemous senses should not just be listed without taking into consideration 


how they should be arranged.  The translation equivalent that is most frequently used should 


be placed first in the list, followed by the one that is close to it in meaning, that is, the senses 


should be arranged according  to their relatedness in meaning. 


 


The ordering of polysemous senses in a dictionary microstructure is also advocated by Gouws 


(1999:13) when he suggests: 
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The ordering of the explanations of meaning in a descriptive 


dictionary and of the translation equivalents in a translation 


dictionary may not be done on an arbitrary basis.  Yet again the 


lexicographical treatment has to reflect the real language use.  


All senses do not have the same usage frequency.  In the 


ordering of all entries, not only that of the senses of a 


polysemous lexical item, the lexicographer has to consider the 


occurrence of the relevant lexical item in actual language usage. 


 


It is clear that Gouws (1999) suggests that, the first translation equivalent of polysemous 


senses should be the one that is frequently used in the target language.  The ordering of senses 


according to usage frequency as  advocated by Mphahlele (2001:8) should be followed: 


 


It is important to mention here that in order for the user to 


achieve communicative success, a lexicographer must enter the 


translation equivalent that has the highest usage frequency as 


the first translation equivalent. 


 


 


The lexicographer would not only arrange translation equivalents in a logical and systematic 


way, but should also consider the structural markers to be used to separate them, hence 


Mphahlele (2001:36) contends: 


 


Dictionary users are able to deduce that a translation 


equivalent paradigm contains target language synonyms if 


commas are used to separate the translation equivalents.  


Translation equivalents that are separated by semicolons 


represent different polysemous senses of the lemma. 


 


For the purposes of  this research, the last part is of most importance, namely,  that states that 


polysemous senses in the dictionary microstructure are to be separated by semicolons.  This  


may enable the user to know that these are polysemous senses.  After the lexicographer has 


considered the principle of arranging polysemous senses in a logical and systematic manner, 


he or she should  supply these polysemous senses with a contextual guidance.  Contextual 


guidance is necessary to address the case of meaning shift, because one might still know the 


meaning of a particular word that has already changed its meaning.  Fromkin and Rodman 


(1993:337) explain meaning shift as “a semantic change that a lexical item may undergo”.  


Once a lexical item has undergone a semantic change, it has changed its meaning, hence a 


contextual guidance is needed to solve such a problem. 
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The impact of polysemy and context on the ordering of senses will be examined in the 


English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries by examining the following examples: 


 


[railway, rhalaweyi, xiporo, xitimela, tinjhanjhi, railway 


station, xitichi]  (Cuénod, 1967:73). 


 


This  article reveals a number of shortcomings, not only with regard to the ordering of senses 


and the supply of contextual guidance.   The first translation equivalent “rhalaweyi” signifies 


transliteration, while it still leaves the stem of the source language in its translation.  This will 


not assist the user in achieving communicative success.  Moreover, amongst the translation 


equivalents “railway station” appears which is in the source language.  These shortcomings 


may  confuse the dictionary user, so that he or she may not be able to choose the appropriate 


translation equivalent.  The first translation equivalent should have been “xiporo” which is the 


most relevant sense of the lemma.  The presentation is also not marked with the most pertinent 


structural markers to polysemous senses.  The correct structural marker that should have been 


used to separate these polysemous senses is a semicolon.  These polysemous senses are 


without contextual guidance to assist the reader in their usage.  The presentation should have 


been better if written in the following format: 


 


[railway n., xiporo (ndlela), tinjhanjhi (xiporo, ndlela); 


xitemela (xifambo); rhalaweyi (ndlela); xitichi (ndhawu)]. 


 


This  suggested presentation is without “railway station” as it is in the source language.  It is 


has been removed because it might mislead the user in choosing the appropriate translation 


equivalent.  This suggested presentation is supplied with all the proposed semantic 


information to assist the user in choosing the appropriate translation equivalent.   


 


The following is also a problematic version: 


 


[rate, speed, mpimo, rivilo; -of progress, kulelo, assessment, 


ndzuvo] (Cuénod, 1967:73). 
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The user might regard “speed” as the first translation equivalent in this presentation, as it is 


not put in brackets to indicate that it is a contextual guidance, and it is also separated by a 


comma from the second translation equivalent “mpimo” which might  mean that “mpimo” and 


“speed” are synonyms while they are not.  In this list of translation equivalents “-of progress” 


and “assessment” appear which  are in the source language of  which might  confuse the user 


as well.  This does not help the user of the dictionary in achieving communicative success.  


These translation equivalents are separated by commas.  Only “rivilo” and “of progress” are 


separated by a semicolon as if they are polysemous senses and they are from two different 


languages which does not make sense.  The senses do not have contextual guidance.  The 


following is the suggested article: 


 


[rate n., rivilo (ndlela leyi swilo swi humelelaka ha yona); 


mpimo (ntikelo wa swilo); kulelo (xibalo), ndzuvo (xibalo)]. 


 


The proposed version is better because it may assist the user to choose the appropriate 


translation equivalent for use in a particular situation.  The lemma “rate” means the frequency 


or speed in which things happen, and it can also be used to mean the level of taxation in terms 


of percentages (BBC, 1992:952)  The translation equivalent “rivilo” means speed of a 


particular thing or frequency with which something occurs, hence it is regarded as the first 


translation equivalent, while the sense “mpimo” means the value of something in terms of 


measurement or comparison.  The two translation equivalents differ slightly, that is, the reason 


for separating them with a semicolon.  The translation equivalents “kulelo” and “ndzuvo” all 


refer to tax, and they are separated from the first two translation equivalents by a semicolon 


while they are themselves separated by a comma because they all refer to tax.  The translation 


equivalents are also supplied with contextual guidance to assist the dictionary user in terms of 


using them. 


 


However, even the most recent English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionary  (Xitsonga/English 


Dikixinari Dictionary, 2005), still has some shortcomings which might mislead the user in his 


or her communication.  It is amazing because the lexicographic principles for dictionary 


improvement are in place.  The following is one of the examples that has been examined. 
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[dlaya munhu rien. assassinate, murder.] Xitsonga/English 


Dikixinari Dictionary, 2005:6) 


 


The lemma “dlaya munhu” means to kill or to murder a person, while “assassinate” means to 


murder someone important for political reasons, whereas “murder” means to commit the 


crime of killing them deliberately” (The BBC, 1992:60 and 759).  The first translation 


equivalent should have been “murder” because is the word  that is most frequently used when 


referring to kill someone.  It is important that in order for these translation equivalents to be 


user friendly, they should have been supplied with contextual guidance and also be separated 


by a semicolon.   They will qualify to be polysemous senses.  The following presentation 


would have been better: 


 


[dlaya munhu rien. murder (crime act); assassinate (political reasons).] 


 


The suggested presentation is user friendly because it will help the user to know how to use 


these equivalents appropriately in a specific situation. 


 


Another examined problematic article is as follows: 


 


[nyangwa riv. door, entrance] Xitsonga/English Dikixinari 


Dictionary, 2005:55). 


 


The lemma “nyangwa” means an opening to enter somewhere, such as entering a house where 


one can put a door to close, while “door” means a swinging or sliding piece of wood, glass, or 


metal, which is used to open and close the entrance to a building, room, cupboard, or vehicle 


(BBC, 2005:336).   Entrance means a way into a place, for example, a door or gate.  One can 


deduce from the explanations that the relevant and appropriate translation equivalent to the 


lemma “nyangwa” is “entrance”, and according to the principle of arranging polysemous 


senses in a logical and systematic way “entrance” should have been the first translation 


equivalent to be entered,  followed by  “door”.  The following is a better version: 


 


[nyangwa riv. entrance (of building); door (to close or open)]. 
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This suggested article has now been supplied with contextual guidance for usage, and also 


separated by a semicolon to signify that the senses are polysemous.  It is now user friendly. 


 


4.4 CONCLUSION 


 


It is imperative that dictionary compilers should order polysemous senses in a logical and 


systematic way in the dictionary microstructure since  this will assist dictionary users to 


choose the correct translation equivalent, as the first one will be the most relevant and 


appropriate to the lemma being given a meaning in the target language.  The ordering of 


polysemous senses according to usage frequency will not help on its own but must be 


accompanied by a contextual guidance to assist the user in the usage of the chosen translation 


equivalent. 


 


This principle of ordering polysemous senses in a logical and systematic way, together with  


supplying a contextual guidance to the senses, will save time for the users who look up for a 


word in a hurry.   It will also assist semi-literate users to comprehend the translation 


equivalent. 


 


The chapter has dealt with the relationship between hyponymy and polysemy, while also 


indicating  that the use of the two fields of linguistics in compiling dictionaries will help in the 


expansion of  the indigenous languages vocabulary, as there is a need for it. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 


 


CONCLUSION 


 


5.1 INTRODUCTION 


 


This chapter serves as the conclusion of the study.  It consists of the summary of  the various 


chapters,  and  gives the findings and recommendations. 


 


5.2 SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 


 


Chapter One highlights what prompted the undertaking of the study and indicates the 


problematic articles prevailing in the English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries. 


 


Chapter Two elaborates on the issue of the meaning of translation equivalents and the 


systematic ordering of senses in bilingual dictionaries, in particular the English-Xitsonga 


bilingual dictionaries as this is the focus of the study.  The meaning of words is important 


because words play a big role in all  spheres of life. 


 


It is important that senses be logically and systematically arranged in the dictionary 


microstructure.  This format of ordering senses will enable the user to choose the most 


appropriate and accurate translation equivalent.  These translation equivalents are not just 


arranged systematically but  they should be accompanied by a contextual guidance for usage 


purposes. 


 


Chapter Three indicates the role of equivalence in the ordering of senses, which shows  the 


importance of having a number of equivalents representing a lemma.  In the chapter, 


equivalence means that the lemma that is being translated should have the same semantic 


properties as its first translation equivalent.  This means that there should be no any semantic 


property left out during the translation process.  Equivalence furthermore  means that the 


lemma must give the same meaning.  Although  the words  belong to different languages, they 


have to reflect the same semantic properties. 
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Equivalence plays an important role when one orders senses in a dictionary.  The major 


requirement is that they should be arranged in a logical and systematic way that will help the 


user to choose the most appropriate translation equivalent needed  in a particular context. 


 


The role of equivalence in the ordering of senses brings about synonymy, as synonymy 


strengthens the importance of equivalence in the arrangement of translation equivalents. 


 


Chapter Four outlines the definition of polysemy in a broader sense and also highlights that 


polysemous senses also need to be logically and systematically arranged in the dictionary 


microstructure. 


 


Polysemy, together with context,  has an impact on the ordering of senses.   If polysemous 


senses are not logically and systematically arranged, it might impede the user of the dictionary 


from achieving communicative success.  Contextual guidance, however,  helps the user to 


express himself or herself correctly  in communicating. 


 


5.3 FINDINGS 


 


The findings in the study are that: 


 


● Dictionary compilers have listed the translation equivalents haphazardly in the 


 dictionary microstructure. 


 


● Structural markers are not used according to metalexicographical principles to 


 separate the translation equivalents in between. 


 


● Some of the English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionaries do not have user guides. 


 


 ● Transliteration and borrowing were frequently employed when dictionary compilers 


 were confronted with lemmas that were untranslatable. 


 


● Functional equivalence was not always applied. 
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 ● Many problems prevailed because some of these dictionary compilers were not 


 Xitsonga speaking, but they were Swiss missionaries. 


 


● However, all these dictionaries have abbreviations to indicate what type of speech  a 


 lemma is such as v. for verb, n. for noun, and adv. for adverb. 


 


● In some of the dictionaries, many words were included to preserve the Xitsonga 


 language. 


 


5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


The researcher, therefore, makes the following recommendations: 


 


● In compiling dictionaries it is important for lexicographers to arrange the senses in a 


 dictionary microstructure in a logical and systematic way, starting with the 


 translation equivalent that has the highest usage frequency in the list of translation 


 equivalents. 


 


● The translation equivalents should also be accompanied by a contextual guidance for 


 the sake of easy and accurate usage.  


 


● This principle of ordering senses logically and systematically, according to high usage 


 frequency, should appear in the user-guide of the dictionary, that is, to state how the 


 senses  are presented in that particular English-Xitsonga bilingual dictionary, or any 


 other bilingual dictionary. 


 


● The structural markers should also be taken into account to separate these senses, 


 according to what they are.  Synonymous senses of a lemma should be separated by a 


 comma and polysemous senses should be separated by a semicolon. 


 


● Lexicographers should take into account that, before entering translation equivalents, 


 they should be sure about the correct meanings of those equivalents. 
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● In the case where zero-equivalence prevails, a comprehensive description is required, 


 that is, what should have been considered in the compilation of English-Xitsonga 


 bilingual dictionaries is  not to resort to borrowing and transliteration, as they do not 


 assist the user in accessing the required semantic information, and also not to omit 


 lexical items that could be of help  in increasing the vocabulary as there is a need  to 


 increase it.   Future lexicographers are urged to consider these principles. 
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